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Soldiers on the march: Ron Zorn recreates historic battle scenes
by Terra Osterling
Living in Los Angeles as a young boy during World War
II, Ron Zorn of Churchville remembers seeing Marines
passing through, headed overseas, and even then understood their sacrifice.
A generation later, after a 35 year career teaching physics at Spencerport High School, that same reverence for
sacrifice and love of country is what has driven Zorn to
cast and paint thousands of lead soldiers. His painstaking research has resulted in recreated battle scenes from
the Revolutionary War, Civil War and, most recently on
display at the Newman-Riga Library, the War of 1812.
“It wasn’t easy,” says Zorn of the military campaigns
that have kept our country first independent, then united
-- “(These) trials and tribulations to get us where we are
… inspired me to do something.”
“So much of our history is based on forts and wars,” says
Zorn, explaining that in addition to in-depth reading, he
and wife, Alice, have visited forts, cemeteries and historic
battle sites to learn about the nation’s early conflicts.
In particular, Zorn researches the local 140th Regiment
of the New York Infantry and the Civil War battles in
which they fought. He also has a special interest in the
Revolutionary War.
His recent display at the Newman Riga Library was of
the War of 1812 Battle of Chippewa at what is now Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, Canada.
“It was the first time the United States had an organized army with uniformed ‘regulars,’ ” says Zorn, much
to the surprise of the British, who were pushed back to
Fort George. He emphasizes the significance of the Battle
of Chippewa because it was the Americans’ first showing
as professional soldiers instead of poorly trained militia.
“That’s why I happened to pick that particular battle for
the display,” Zorn says of the defining moment in American military history.
Zorn had already once visited Fort Niagara, the American fort now a historic site in Youngstown, N.Y., but needed to make 1812-era soldiers. He got to work on the figures, acquired a map of the battle and began researching
in books and on the internet to reconstruct the scene as
accurately as possible, including the uniform colors and
styling.
During this research process, Zorn discovered that the
Americans had switched to gray uniforms around this
time due to a shortage of blue fabric. He further learned
that the gray West Point Military Academy dress uniform
is a replica of the uniform worn by the Americans at the
Battle of Chippewa.
He set to work painting gray-uniformed soldiers as well
as Native American figures to represent the Mohawk and
Seneca, who, he says, had chosen sides for a proxy battle.

Top: Some of the cannons Ron built from cast parts. He builds all his
figures and pieces on a 1/32 scale. Bottom: A line up of Civil War soldiers illustrates the different configuration of positions he creates and
uses. He paints the pieces appropriately, using information he gleans
from his library of books about America’s battles. “I have always had
a thing about history, toy soldiers and such. After I retired I had the
time and interest to make toy soldiers from scratch. I use pewter to
cast them and augment that with plastic soldiers I purchase. … My
son was interested in the Civil War so I started by making soldiers
for him. My main interest is in the Revolutionary War,” says area
resident and former Spencerport teacher Ron Zorn.

Ron stands along just one of many racks of figures he has cast and painted. In all, he has made over 8,000 of them.
A history of loving history
Zorn has been consumed by history since boyhood, admiring the local doctor’s flintlock rifle collection, watching Daniel Boone movies and the Revolutionary War film
“Drums Along the Mohawk.” Artistic talent passed down
from his mother, who he remembers painting ceramics
and beads, was encouraged by his third grade teacher.
While he went on to follow math and science through college and career, he returned to art in retirement after receiving figure molds as a birthday gift.
“It’s more fun to make the molds yourself,” says Zorn,
going on to describe the roughly ninety-minute, thirteenstep process from the clay impression, to mold, to completed 1:32 scale lead (or tin) soldier.
“You’re never pressed for time when you’re retired and
you don’t want to rush,” he says. One out of every ten soldiers may be returned to Zorn’s melting pot if they don’t
meet muster and he is careful to keep his work area ventilated and to protect himself from spills. While watching history programs in the mornings, he paints in both
acrylics (for a matte finish and faster drying time) and oil
enamels (his preferred medium for a shiny finish).
His painting table is surrounded by books, photos, and
postcards for reference. Off to one side is a tray of lead
arms to be attached later; Ron says that extended limbs
easily break off in the casting process so he casts these
separately. A wooden block holds increasingly finer paintbrushes, though “you can’t get a brush fine enough for the
whites of eyes,” says Zorn of this detailed work.
“No matter the project – if you have the proper tools,
you can do anything,” says this grandson of a tool-and-die
maker who worked for George Eastman.

A diorama of the battle of Little Round Top, a key Union victory during the Battle of Gettysburg, features simulated rock formations and
soldiers from the Union and the Confederate States. Leading the 140th Regiment Union defense is the figure of Colonel Patrick O’Rorke,
standing on a high point. Above right, a close up of the figure of Colonel Patrick O’Rorke shows the high degree of detail Ron incorporates in his cast figures. Colonel Patrick O’Rorke, a local hero, led his men to repulse the Rebels. The 140th regiment, a grouping that
included many men from Churchville and Chili and some men from Ogden and Brockport; the Rebels were made up of men from Texas
and Alabama.
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A rack of United States Civil War soldiers is layered over a rack of
Revolutionary War figures.

To get different configurations of soldiers Ron casts individual parts
like left and right arms, rifles, cannons and other elements. He molds
figure’s arms (left and right), rifles, cannons to put as much realism
as he can into the castings. Parts are put together using Superglue
and Tacky Glue. He paints the pieces appropriately, using information he gleans from his library of books about American battles.
Photographs by Walter Horylev

Soldiers on the march
“Having the ability to put things together with your
hands,” is another of Zorn’s inherited talents and a deeply held value. In fact, lead soldier displays are only one
among a long list of projects Zorn has undertaken in retirement.
Together with his entire family, Zorn has built his and
Alice’s cabin-styled home in Churchville, homes for his
children, and is currently working on centerpieces for
his granddaughter’s wedding in the Adirondacks later
this summer. In fact, when Alice pondered ideas for the
bride and groom’s table, she says that Ron came out of the
workshop 24 hours later with beautifully painted wooden
loons.
Zorn’s basement workshop is also the “barracks” – one
area of 23 floor-to-ceiling reinforced shelves holds 300 soldiers on each, amounting to nearly 7,000 marching, rifleaiming and charging figures. In addition to those shelves,
nearly every horizontal surface, including overhead basement wall framing, is lined with soldiers at the ready.
“He looks at each as a child, a creation,” says Alice,
explaining why Ron doesn’t sell his soldiers and battle
scenes, or the fine antebellum ladies, Santa Clauses, Mrs.
Clauses, snowmen, nutcrackers and sports figures that
become gifts for family and friends.
While wondering whether all this labor will ever do
anyone else any good, Zorn answers his own question
when he says, “The value is in the doing and in someone
gaining some appreciation of our history -- that’s the ultimate reward.”
Zorn continues to research the 140th Regiment and is
always pleased for the opportunity to display his work for
the community. The Battle of Chippewa was one of a halfdozen displays that have been exhibited at the NewmanRiga Library and the Zorns’ recent visit to Fort Stevens,
near Washington, D.C., was in preparation for a depiction of the first Civil War battle at Manassas, Virginia, for
Ron’s next display at the Library.

BIG MONEY DRAWING

DRAWING HELD ON SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2012 AT THE FIREMANS FIELD DAYS

FIRST PRIZE: $40,000.00
Second Prize: 1 at $10,000.00
Third Prize: 4 at $1,000.00
Fourth Prize: 8 at $500.00
3 monthly prizes at $100.00
INFORMATION & DETAILS

1. No more than 1000 tickets sold.
2. All tickets are eligible for all prizes starting with the 14th prize and working
towards the 1st prize.
3. One application for each ticket. Photocopies are acceptable.
4. Ticket will be mailed to person in charge of the ticket.
5. Monthly drawing of $100.00 to be drawn on the first Monday of the month and
the ticket eligible for all prizes.
6. If less than 1000 tickets sold by noon on September 2, 2012, prizes equal to 55%
of ticket receipts will be awarded.
7. Check must clear to be eligible for prize.
8. Winner(s) are responsible for all applicable taxes.

PERSON IN CHARGE OF TICKET: (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip Code:
Phone:

Making soldiers involves creating a mold out of an original figure
from epoxy and hardener. The mold is split in half and rejoined,
then molten pewter, at about 600°F is poured into the mold. After
about ten minutes, the mold is pulled apart and later Ron paints
the details, even the lips on the faces, using very fine brushes and
enamel paint (see photo below).

PLEASE MAKE $100.00 CHECK PAYABLE TO AND MAIL TO:
SKANEATELES FIRE DEPT. BIG MONEY DRAWING
77 WEST GENESEE STREET, SKANEATELES, NY 13152
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At its June 12 meeting, the
Brockport Village Board proclaimed
July 21, 2012 to be

“Monika Andrews Day”
The following events are scheduled for that day:
•10:00am - Dedication of the Monika W. Andrews
Children’s park, corner Utica and Holley Streets,
Brockport.
•11:00am - Dedication of the Monika W. Andrews
Room in the Brockport Ecumenical Food Shelf, St.
Luke’s Episcopal Church, 14 State Street, Brockport.
•2:00pm - Interment service for Monika’s remains
at the High Street Cemetery.
•3:00pm - Memorial gathering, Blue Room of Edwards
Hall, on the College at Brockport campus, use Holley
Street parking lots, open parking on summer weekends.

Nominate someone
for Hamlin Heritage Award
An Open House on Sunday, September 23 at North Star
History Center will recognize the winner of the Hamlin
Heritage Award. To nominate someone for the award visit
www.Hamlinny.com or stop in at the Hamlin Town Clerk’s
Office for criteria and nomination forms. Deadline to submit nominees is August 24.
Provided information

SKANEATELES FIRE DEPARTMENT

Need A New Tube?

westsidenewsny.com

You can pick one up at our office,
1776 Hilton-Parma Corners Road, Route 259,
just north of Route 104 (Ridge Road).
Look for the log cabin.
Our hours are Monday-Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Suggestion: If you are in a windy area, it would help
if you put a piece of duct tape on the back of the tube to
prevent the paper from blowing out.

Join with Westside News in Saluting The

Annual Hilton Firemen’s

Carnival

The biggest carnival in western New York!

Our salute will appear in the Sunday, July 22nd edition
Advertising rates affordable for every budget!
Advertising Deadline: Wednesday, July 18th
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